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Chicago Songwriter Superfrye Brings Blues to Christmas
with Single “Christmas Tears” Available December 1, 2021

Chicago, IL -- The Chicago-based songwriter-led
group, Superfrye & the Blue Blazes is releasing a
soulful new rendition of Blues artist Freddy King’s
song “Christmas Tears” on December 1, 2021.

Superfrye is a fixture on the Chicago
music scene and has spent decades
watching and learning from the most
talented musicians in the city...On
“Christmas Tears,” she plays with them.

Superfrye is a songwriter and guitarist with blues and country roots. Her music has been
called “street folk” and dark Americana while her raw vocal style has drawn
comparisons to Patti Smith, Janis Joplin and even Bob Dylan.

Constantly evolving and showing new facts of her creativity, she is collaborating on this
“Christmas Tears” single. She is joined by top Blues and Rockabilly artists who make up
the Blue Blazes.

About the Blue Blazes: Delmark recording artist, blues guitarist and songwriter Johnny
Burgin has released ten albums and recorded with blues giants Pinetop Perkins,
Taildragger, Sam Lay and many more. Teresa Drda and Michael Hogeorges have
been the rhythm section for countless rockabilly bands including Barb Clifford and the
Shakin’ Tailfeathers, The New Heartaches, and The Honeybees. They have performed
at rockabilly festivals all over the world.

These four musicians come together to create a rendition of “Christmas Tears” that is
raw, honest and filled with excitement. On December 1, 2021 this recording of
“Christmas Tears” will be available for purchase and streaming.

The song was originally released in the 1960s, performed by Freddy King, a soulful
blues guitarist and songwriter born in Texas who spent part of his career in Chicago; he
was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2012.

Christmas Tears on Spotify: bit.ly/SuperfryeXmasTears
YouTube: https://youtu.be/YvA1qGRKBQs

Links:
Superfrye.net | JohnnyBurgin.com

Contact:
Ayme Frye | E-mail: superfrye@gmail.com | Phone: (773) 899-4799
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